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Debate Delays
Code Revisions
by Jennifer Twitchell
Second Year Day

Jay Taylor speaks during a memorial service at CUA for Supreme Court
Justice Thurgood Marshall. See related articles, page five.

O'Connor Accepts
Cracow Invitation
By Jeff Gans
Second Year Night
CUA law students participating in the
school's program in Poland this summer
will have a visitor from home -Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day
O'Connor.
O'Connor accepted an invitation from
university President Brother Patrick
Ellis, F.S.C., to participate in the
International Business and Trade 1993
Suniiner Law Program in Cracow.
A representative in O'Connor's office
said the justice enjoyed the discussions
she had during a visit to CUA last
semester and is looking forward to
spending more time with the faculty and
students she met at that time.
The Cracow program enjoyed a bit of
good luck in landing the visit from the
Associate Justice, in that O'Connor's
summer itinerary had already listed a
trip to Budapest for meetings with
Eastern European jurists. The
coordination of the trips allowed
O'Connor to accept the invitation.
Assistant Dean for Student Affairs John
Lord, an ardent supporter of the
summer in Cracow program, praised
O'Connor for her commitment to

democracy.
"Justice O'Connor is very active in the
American Bar Association's effort to
help Eastern and Central European
countries develop a legal system
consistent with a democratic form of
government," Lord said. "Her acceptance
of our invitation is more evidence of her
dedication to the process of
democratization."
The 62-year-old justice will
participate in classroom discussions,
lectures and informal dialogues with
students.
The Cracow program offers students
a chance to spend six weeks in Eastern
Europe and earn up to six credits.
Students participating in the program
will take five classes: Law of the
European Community; Business
Transactions in East-Central Europe;
Human Rights from a Common Law
Perspective; Comparative and
International Trade; and International
Securities Regulation.
The program runs from June 23 to
July 30 with all classes being held at the
500-year-old Jagiellonian University.
Students will take classes from both
CUA and Jagiellonian University
professors.

After four years of work, proposed
revisions to the Honor Code are still far
from completion, according to those
involved.
The faculty currently is reviewing the
code as part of the debate stage. This
follows the notice and comment period,
which ended last semester.
At the last three faculty meetings,
faculty members "have hashed over
issues," said Associate Professor Lisa
Lerman, who heads the Honor Code
Task Force.
"The process has been slow," said Leah
Wortham, associate dean for student
and external affairs. "But that's OK
because these are fundamental issues."
Wortham serves as the honor board's
faculty advisor and on the task force.
She said the crucial issue before the
faculty is that this code will regulate
more than just academic conduct.
"It addresses behavior across the
board," Wortham said. "Students are
entering a profession which has a code
of ethics and conduct for itself."
"This revised code anticipates what
will be expected of students once
admitted to a state bar."Lerman said, "This code will serve as a
model for honest people." She said the
task force and faculty have tried to
create a standard to live by. This is
reflected in the code's new title: Rules
of Professional Conduct for Law
Students.
Student input ended last October 30,
with the completion of the notiCe and
comment stage.
"All of these comments and suggestions
were considered carefully," said Lerman.

Leah Wortham

Lisa Lerman

"Many were incorporated into the
revisions."
Some of the revisions incorporated thus
far include the shift from five to six
board members, the new title and the
inclusion of an expanded list of possible
sanctions.
"The procedural changes are much
needed," said James McDonald, a
second year day student board and task
force member.
"Students' right_s have been
emphasized," McDonald said. As
revised, the code formally permits
students before the board to be
represented by legal counsel.
The new code provides for publication
of complaints received and sanctions
given by the board.
"Names, of course, will remain
confidential," McDonald said.
Publication will bring a greater
awareness to the Law School community
of what is going on with the board, he
said.
The "probable cause" stage, which is
new to the code, has been amended. .
Before notice and comment, the
designated dean reviewed each
complaint and determined whether it
should be passed on to the honor board.
Now this discretion is held jointly by the
dean and the chair of the honor board.
The next faculty meeting is scheduled
for February 18 at 3:10 p.m. in Room
306 of Keane Hall. Faculty meetings are
open to the law school community.
The task force hopes to conclude the
debate process and to hold a student
referendum by the end of this semester.
Originally, the referendum was to be
held with SBA elections this month. But
since the debate process has taken
longer than expected, a separate vote
will be held.
McDonald said, "It is heller to do a
good job during the approval process
than to rush the code into action."
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• Students stood in line for up to 30
minutes for the chance to eat dorm food
recently. The long lines resulted for the
recent closure of the North Dining Hall
during some meals.
• Undergraduate Student Government
leaders bonded recently on a trip to
Atlantic City paid for with student funds.
Their student-funded dinner at Trump
Plaza kept the already crowded dinner
line from the dorm from being any
worse.

• Campus dwellers have just about
received all of the mail delivered to
campµs over the Christmas Holidays.
Luckily, fruitcakes keep.
• The campus Taco Bell opened the
other day. Actually, it is more of baby
bell.
• The men's basketball team won its
first game against former coach Bob
Valvano, who resigned/was fired.
• Students rejoiced the fact that the
inauguration folks squeezed more
volunteer hours out of Catholic students
than those from any other local campus.

Polish Students Visit CUA Law

,.i'

In cooperation with the Central-East
European Law Initiative (CEELI) and
the U.S. Department of Commerce, the
law school welcomes Anna Ziomka and
Anna ·Kidawa.
Ziomka and Kidawa were selected to
participate in a new program sponsoring
Eastern European law faculty and
students who have expressed an interest
in teaching and practicing commercial
law. More than 15 participants from all
over Eastern Europe will spend the next
five months at law schools throughout
the United States. The program
concludes with a three-week internship
in a governmental agency.
Ziomka is in her fifth and final year
of law school in Lodz, Poland. Ziomka
is no stranger to our student body, as
she participated in our summer program
last summer in Crakow. Upon returning

to Poland she hopes to teach or practice
international trade and bankruptcy in
either her hometown of Lodz or
Warsaw.
Kidawa is a fourth-year law student in
Szczecin, Poland, where next year she
will be part of that university's first
graduating class. After graduation she
plans to pursue her goal of teaching
Comparative ConstitutiomrtLiw.
This marks the first trip to the United
States for both Annas. "It was my dream
to see the U.S. which I only knew from
T.V.," Ziomka said. She said she was
also excited to see the friends she had
made in Crakow again. During their stay
Ziomka and Kidawa hope to see the
sights and meet lots of people. But their
stay won't be all fun - in addition to
writing a paper, they'll both be in classes
with us.

Law Review Announces
Writing Competition
The Volume 43 Catholic University
Law Review Spring Writing Competition
begins Friday, February 26 at 10:00 a.m.
and ends Saturday, March · 13 at
midnight.
Everyone in the Law School is
potential Law Review material.. To
qualify, you must be a capable wnte~, a
hard worker, and dedicated to becommg
a member of the Review. The Law
Review selects new members each year
based on a combination of writing ability
and grades, with the emphasis on writing
ability.
Students compete for
membership in an annual competition
by writing a case note from a closed
research packet that is prepared by the
current staff. Each paper is read and
scored anonymously by a majority of the
incoming editorial board.
To compete, you must be in at least
the second semester of you first year if

you are a full time student, or in the
second semester of your second year if
you are a night student. The Law
Review provides an exception to this
requirement for first year night students
in their second semester who have been
accepted for admission into the second
year day division before the writing
competition begins. Specific information
concerning this exception may be
obtained in the Law Review office.
Competition packets will go on sale
Friday, February 26 at 10 a.m. outside
the Law Review office. Informational
meetings regarding the competition will
be held in Leahy Hall, Room 6 on
Saturday, February 27 at 10 a.m. and on
Monday, March 1 at 9 p.m.
Should you have any questions
regarding the comeetition, feel free to
contact Evan O'Neill or Scott Gilly in
the Law Reviefv office, 319-5157. Good
luck.
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Calendar
February:

Progress, Part Five

1 General meeting of current Judicial
Notice staff members, and all other
interested parties. 7;30 p.m. at Room B1, Keane Hall.
2 Groundhog Day. Willard Scott will do
live broadcasts throughout the morning.
4 Advocates for Life meets at 5:30 p.m.
to plans its activities for the semester.
5 Guild of Catholic Lawyers meets.
5 Women's Law Caucus meeting and
happy hour.
6 Law Review meeting.
9 LCS counsels first year students on
how to finance law school at Catholic.
One session will take place at 2 p.m. in
Leahy room 104; the second at 5:30 p.m.
in Leahy room 6.
10 LCS holds the third, and final,
session of its program to counsel first
year students on financing law school at
4 p.m. in Leahy room 105.
12 Guild of Catholic Lawyers meets.
14 Valentine's Day. It falls on a Sunday
this year.
15 President's Day, which means no
mail service. Classes apparently will
meet, however.
17 Last day for students to nominate
their classmates for awards to recognize
extra effort for the law school
community. For more information, see
the story on p.8.
18 Monthly faculty meeting.
22 The first day of Public Interest
Week, sponsored by LCS and SPIL.
23
Mardi Gras, which is quickly
followed by...
24 ..Ash Wednesday and a university
mass.
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First Year Student Puts

Family Ahead of Finals
by Eileen Barrett
Second Year Day

Georgetown University and Rivas was
with her went she went into labor. Their
first child, Mary, was born November
You could tell Andy Rivas, first-year
18, 1992.
day student, was nervous about his
When Mary first came home from
expectant wife last November. He
the hospital, the schedule was hectic
posted this note and a photocopy of his . with a newborn's feeding schedule. Even
student identification card in the law
though Mary was nursing, in a onelibrary:"Hi, my name is Andy Rivas. My
bedroom apartment both parents would
wife is expecting any minute. I am a
wake up. As exams approached, Mary
short, Hispanic looking guy with glasses.
developed jaundice and had to be
If she calls please come and get me."
awakened every two hours during the
The note was never used. His wife,
night to pass out the bile.
Katie, had stopped working at
"Exams didn't have that edge for me
that they had for my classmates. I was
too worried about my daughter," Rivas
said.
But help was on the way. Rivas's
mother-in-law came in to assist with
Mary. By the time of his first exam in
Civil Procedure, Rivas had established a
routine with his daughter even if he
wasn't getting any sleep.
Having a daughter was not the only
change in Rivas's life in the last year.
He and Mary have only been married
one year and are new to Washington,
D.C. They moved here from California
after his graduation from UClA last
year. He was attracted to the D.C. area
and wanted to go to a Catholic school
Last Sunday, Mary was baptized and
24 people from his section attended.
First-year student Andy Rivas,
"I'm actually starting to sleep now,"
left, wife Katie, newborn
Rivas said. "We're up to six hours a
daughter Mary Rivas and clergy.
night." ,_._
.
-

Judicial

Garvey Gets GCL Award
By Brian Gallagher
Third Year Day

living wage; adequate education and job
training; and aid to Third World nations.

The Guild of Catholic Lawyers gave
Dean George Garvey its annual Mirror
of Jmticc Award at the end of last

Garvey based his analysis on two
documents: the famous On the New
Things (Rernm Novarnm ), written in
1891 by Pope Leo XIll, and the recent

semesfel'_

In clismssing whether the Catholic

Clum:h. has a legitimate voice in
socicty"s mrrent economic and legal
debates, Garvey addressed the Church's
teachings on social issues such as free
madd: capitalism; the welfare state; the
rights of woe~

Notii~e·

m~_J1_filld

woiµe\l Jo. a ·

On the Hundredth Anniversary of Rernm
Novarnm ( Centesimus Annus), published
in 1991 by current Pope John Paul II.
Garvey, who said he intends to
publish an article on social teachings of
the Catholic Church, fielded questions
following the lecture.

Warits You!

If you're a writer, photogiapher, editor or just
want to dabble in journalisin, give it a try.

Judicial Notice staff will meet
Monday, February 1 at 7:30 p.m.
in Roolll B-1 of Keane Hall.
Stop by and see where you fit in.
February 1, 1993
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Judicial Notia
Our nineteenth year of setVice to tile
Law School Commu11ity

Letters
Keane Insight
To the Editor:
Keane Hall, an essential element of
life at the Law School, houses
administrative and student organization
offices, legal career services, quiet places
to study, and many of the school's happy
hours. A week does not pass that I do
not stop in Keane several times for one
reason or another. On January 15, a
Law School student, wishing to attend
the semester's first happy hour, had to
be carried into Keane by four fellow
students because the building had no
access ramp for her wheelchair.
Why is there no ramp into Keane?
The new law school building, modern
and fully accessible, will open for the
1994-95 school year. Leahy and Keane
halls will then be dealt back to the
University for general use and upkeep.
So whose problem is it? Lack of access
to Keane is a problem that affects
present and future student~, staff and
fac1tlty at Catholic, and thus should be
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Judicial Notice is an independent
newspaper published by the students
of the Columbus School of Law in
Washington D.C. on a tri-weekly
schedule.

of immediate and long-term concern to
both the University and the Law School.
The University is legally bound, under
the Americans with Disabilities Act, to
make its buildings accessible to the
disabled. But the University, as awhole,
has a more compelling reason to do so.
A self-styled "humane" place to study
law, Catholic has a higher duty to enable
all of its students to participate in and
enjoy all of the many facets of education
here, not just those that happen to be
housed in a building that happens to
have a ramp. Failure to act to correct a
situation that denies students access to
important officials and valuable
resources, no matter how fiscally or
bureaucratically logical the reason, runs
counter to the humane image so tightly
embraced by Catholic. Just where does
bureaucracy end and humanity begin?
The University and the Law School
should stop the delays, stop the excuses,
and make Keane wheelchair accessible.
John Fahsbender
First Year Day

Thanks

Mailing Address: Judicial Notice,
Columbus School of I.aw, The Catholic
University of America, Keane Hall
Room B-1, Washington, DC 20064.
Telephone: (202) 319-4690.

To the Editor:

I wish to thank faculty, staff and
students for your many expressions of
sympathy and support on the occasion of
the passing of my mother.
Harvey L. Zuckmati

Judicial Notice welcomes a variety of
viewpoints. Please feel free to
submit letters to the editor or
opinion pieces to JN. Materials may
be submitted to our office, located
in Room B-1, Keane Hall, or in our
box located downstairs in Leahy Hall.

Editorial Policy
Judicial Notice publishes law
school and law student related news,
stories, articles, commentary,
photographs, letters to the editor,
and advertising based on the discretion
of the Editorial Board. All material
must be signed with the writer's
full name and telephone number.
Submissions can be mailed, dropped
in the envelope on the JN bulletin board,
placed in the JN box downstairs in Leahy
or under the JN office door
at Room B-1 Keane Hall.

Judicial Notice reserves the right
to edit all material.

Copyright 1993 Judicial Notice. All
rights reserved. No part of this publiciation
may be reproduced by any means without
the express permission of the
Columbus School of I.aw.
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Both Sides Deserve
Protection For Speech
by Victor Graves
Second Year Day
For most of the 300,000 people who
journeyed to Washington to witness the
inauguration of William Jefferson
Clinton as President of the United
States, the feeling was one of hope and
enthusiasm. The inauguration of the
42nd president heralded the
commencement of a new era. For some,
however, a new era means that their
agenda will have less influence in the
political halls of Washington, a
frightening prospect after 12 years of
strong alliances with the White House.
A middle-aged man who I noticed
climbing a small tree on Pennsylvania
Avenue was one of the people not
looking forward .to the next four years.
At first, no one voiced any objection
when he was climbing the cherry tree.
Then they saw it. The man in the tree
had a placard. Referring to the new
president's stand on abortion, the sign
read, "Mr. Clinton: Do Not Mock God!"
Initially, people just stared. The hum of
the festive sounds seemed to dim. "Hey,
I'm pro-choice. How about you all?"
The metamorphosis had begun. The
crowd that had assembled to cheer the
wonders of American democracy had
started their attack on a fellow citizen
because he was brave enough to attempt

to exercise one of the most cherished of
American rights, the right of free
speech.
Someone in the crowd-turning-mob
yelled that the man should get down
because ·he was damaging the tree;
another suggested that he should be
arrested for destroying public property;
and yet another began to orchestrate a
chant of "shake him out of the tree." A
vendor, displaying wares below the tree
and concerned that the climber might
cause leaves to fall on him merchandise
threatened to physically attack th~
climber if he didn't retreat.
The remarks grew angrier by the
minute. Looking for support from a
nearby police officer, and finding none,
the clearly shaken would-be
demonstrator struggled back down the
tree to be greeted by the crowd's
scattered cheers of victory. They had
won.
There is a moral here. As Justice
Holmes once penned, it is easy to
support freedom of speech for ideas you
respect, but imperative on a truly free
society to protect the freedom of speech
and thought of those with whom you
disagree.
Those who stand to gain from
abridging free speech rights of others
should take little comfort in their ability
to do so, for today's censored is
tomorrow's censor.

Confidence Not Shaken
By Clinton's Slow Start
By Jeff Gans
Second Year Night
I am a believer. I believe Bill Clinton
will be a good, maybe great, president.
As anyone who has read my opinions
before knows, I was as happy as anyone
to see the moving van pull up to the
White House, load George Bush's "50
years of public service" into the back and
head for Houston. I wanted to point this
out first because now that he is in the
White House Big Bill and his baby
booming hordes have raised my ire.
Actually, I began to get annoyed
when inauguration week began. Why do
we need an inauguration week? The
actual inauguration, poem and all, took
only 45 minutes. Aside from the fact
that it cost an arm and a leg to produce
all of the functions, the whole thing bore
more resemblance to a coronation than
.an inauguration. Clinton sang, waived
and rang bells until his face was as blue
as the blood in his veins. The only
problem is that he isn't a blueblood
which is good because we didn't want ~
blueblood for president. We elected him
for his populist message and his "give
the country back to the people" theme.
When Candidate Clinton talked about

"the people," I didn't think he was
talking about Barbara Streisand, Kenny
Rogers and Michael Jackson.
Inauguration Day came and went and
the only "people" I saw were standing
cheek to jowl, shivering from the cold
and trying to get peek of the new
president as he waived from the back
seat of his limousine. It's not that I want
to do away with all of the festivities, but
I would have been much happier with a
little less tribute and a little more
"beginning of a new America." Maybe
the State of the Union Address will be
better.
. My temperament wa~ not improved
~t~ the Zoe Bair~ fiasco. The illegal
hirmg and tax evasion is bad enough,
but how sharp can this woman be? She
is chief counsel to AETNA, earning
about $37 zillion a year and the best
response she can come up with is "My
lawyer said it was OK?" Was that a
joke? Her lawyer said it was OK? And
she the best they could find for the
highest ranking attorney in the country?
I hope not.
Lets hope Bubba is a "start slow
fini~h strong" type. Anyway, I'm still ~
believer.
Degustibus Non Disputandum Est

Mourning Marshall, Extolling His Legacy !
by Jay Taylor
Second Year Day

by Larry Adashek
Second Year Day

As we mourn the death of one of the
Thurgood Marshall is dead at the age
greatest champions of individual rights of 84. One of the world's great men of
the world has ever known, it is also the 20th century and one of the greatest
important for us to celebrate. We must men in the country's history is gone. The
celebrate his life. Celebrate God's gift era of non-violent change through a
to this country of a relentlessly moral flawed system is over.
leader. Celebrate his passage into
Justice Marshall won 29 of the 32
eternal peace.
cases he argued beore the Supreme
Thurgood Marshall distinguished Court. He was the only male member
himself as a lawyer for the NAACP on the Court who could personally
Legal Defense Fund, federal appeals relate to discrimination, and the only
court judge, Solicitor General, and member of the Court who personally
Supreme Court Justice. He was always experienced and suffered through
at the front lines battling the forces of · segregation.
segregation and defending the rights of
During his tenure on the Court, he
the society's indigent, disenfranchised, was the voice of the exploited and
and dispossessed. He has been called indentured. He was also the only
everything great, fiom America's finest ' µ:iember of the Court who had defended
lawyer, to · the embodiment of the a man for murder before sitting on the
nation's highest ideals.of democracy and
Court. .
inclusion. He devoted his life to the
But what of his legacy, and the era
betterment of people everywhere. Carl
T. Rowan, Marshall's biographer,
summed it up best when he said, "there
is not an American alive whose life has unfair society used to be and to the
not been touched by this man's 60 years extent it continues to be. He is alive in
of fighting."
his dissent, to which will one can always
So we must celebrate his life and look f~r moral guidance and strategy.
reflect upon his achievements for he is More importantly he is alive in our
very must much 'alive today in the law hearts and in our minds.
we study, practice, and teach. He is alive
We must be forever mindful that
in our recollections of how divided and Marshall's struggles and life battles are
1
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that he and other great men ushered in?
I look two blocks from our school to see
an inner city high school where no
equality exists. In this school where the
minority is the majority, no student can
look beyond the violence, drugs and
poverty to see equality.
I do not fool myself that Justice
Marhall's legacy will be selfperpetuating.
Equality in education,
.
opporturuty and community development
is a fading hope.
~ l?ok . inward to fight my own
prejudice implanted by a society, that
argues that it grants equal opportunity
for all. I choose not to be blind.
My hope is that we .can all open our
~y.es to Justice Marshall's legacy. Let us
JOlil to fight for non-violent change
today. Economically, we can succeed
best ·when the totality of our society
~ows and prospers. Realistically, nonv10lent change today immunizes us from
the vi9lent change of tomorrow.

far from over and he has warned us
about complacency. Occasionally, I look
around at what is happening in this
coqntry and shed a silent tear. Not only
beqrnse of disease, starving children,
war, or senseless violence. Nor is it
simply because of racial, religious,
sexual, and
other forms of

all

discrimination, but because leaders such
as Thurgood Marshall and Martin
Luther King Jr. have given their lives to
make this country a better place for all
and the war continues, some battles lost,
others won. Sometimes I feel we as a
nation have failed our most courageous
proponents for change, then I recall
Marshall's successes. Civil rights are for
all Americans and we cannot relax lest
we lose precious ground gained. In the
inspiring words of our new president,
"We can do better."
As long as there is a person shunned
system, as long as racial
divisiv~ne~s exists in New York, as long
as police m Los Angeles, Detroit and
other major cities continue to violate the
civil rights of citizens, as loag as the
nation's highest court leaves to

by . ~he

r

legislatures comprised of majorities, the
duty of protecting the interests of the
minority; as long as injustice exists, we
must raise our voices in opposition
because injustice anywhere is injustic~
everywhere. So as we look back and
celebrate the life and accomplishments
of Thurgood Marshall, let us each
realize our duties to the moral idealism
he embodied, and work and look
forward to peace, unity, and prosperity.
The Legacy Continues.
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Give Slick a Try, But Skip The Vittles
by Susan R. Athari
Third Year Day
Welcome back everyone. Washington,
D.C. sure was buzzing with excitement
to welcome good ol' Bill Clinton. The
Inaugural extravaganza provided several
fun, free activities for everyone to enjoy.
I hope everyone had the opportunity to
take advantage of the festivities!
Not only has Washington rolled out
the red carpet to welcome the new
Commander-in-Chief, it's even added a
restaurant to welcome our newest
Southern Baptist:
Slick Willie's Restaurant & Watering
Hole has opened on Capitol Hill to pay
tribute to our 42th President of the
United States of America. I invited
former Judicial Notice food critic and
diehard Republican Greg Asciolla to
join me in saluting Mr. Clinton's new
term in office.
Located at 319 Pennsylvania Ave.,
S.E., Slick Willie's is a nice pub that
serves burgers, pizza and some of Bill
Clinton's favorite Southern fare. There

'·

is a nice variety of dishes to choose
from, at fairly reasonable prices. To
start, the waitress, who was friendly and .
helpful throughout the evening,
informed us that they serve Slick Willie's
Ale, a dark ale that is brewed
specifically for the restaµrant. We asked
for free samples and were totally excited
to try Bill's favorite ale, but were shot
down when the waitress returned emptyhanded. In fact, that night, they were out
of quite a few items -- apparently mad
rushes of inaugural groupies had
stormed the place. They were even out
of pizza dough! At any rate, I can only
tell you they offer a specially brewed ale,
and it's probably good if it's not sold
out.
The restaurant offers several standard
appetizers, from nachos to buffalo wings
to spiced shrimp. Prices for appetizers
range from $3.00 to $7.50. We ordered
the Nachos Supreme with chili -- very
tasty with mild and chunky chili. There
are several interesting and fun choices
for entrees. Some of Slick's Picks
include: The ·Democratic Club, the

Catherine A. Dunn
Third Year Day
Damage

Damage
Control

6

Republican Special, House Meatloaf,
Chicken Fried Steak, and Deep Fried
Arkansas Catfish Filet. The prices are
definitely reasonable. I was informed
that the food critic from the Washington
Post said the Meatloaf was the best dish
in the house, so I opted to go with the
expert opinion. Meatloaf, we were told,
happens to be Slick's favorite. However,
I wouldn't necessarily say the Meatloaf
was fabulous (as the waitress had
raved.) I hadn't had meatloaf in about
15 years, so I knew it could be touch
and go. It was good -- covered with
gravy, and served with homeade mashed
potatoes. It also included a vegetable
side dish that was terrible -- spinach
covered with salt. Also included was
cornbread with · minced jalapeno
peppers, which was very strange and
unexpected. Of course, Greg didn't
believe me until his mouth started
burning.
Greg ordered the Little Rock Burger.
He said the burger was OK, but he
couldn't touch the french fries, since
grease was dripping off of them. My

the book is, "Damages people are
dangerous, they know that they can ·
survive." Sadly, this line was dropped
indiscriminately into the film and
perhaps lost on many viewers.
I recommend using the $6.50 you
might have spent to see the film to
instead buy the paperback version of the
book.

I read the book Damage by Josephine
Hart sometime last year. When I heard
that it was coming out as a movie, I was
thrilled. I was thrilled that is, until I
The Crying Game
actually saw the movie.
Damage is the story of Stephen
This is one of the best movies I have
Fleming, a terribly successful and proper
seen in a long time. Unfortunately,
British politician, played by Jeremy
Irons, who falls perhaps in love and · because the plot is built and
strengthened in part on surprise twist, I
certainly in lust with his son's girlfriend
can reveal little.
Anna, played by Juliette Binoche.
Forest Whitaker plays a British
Iron and Binoche engage in a secret,
out of control love affair. They rarely
talk during the movie, they just seem to
have a vast uncontrollable physical
attraction.
·
The love scenes are rather intense
and realistic. When I saw the movie at
soldier who is taken hostage in Ireland
the Uptown last Friday, the audience,
by IRA agent. Stephen Rea, who plays
largely artsy types clad in black,
one Whitaker's captors, has an
continually laughed during the most
incredibly dry, remarkably Irish humor.
intimate scenes. I doubt that laughter is
To their surprise, Rea and Whitaker
the effect that Louis Malle had in mind
become true friends during Whitaker's
while filming the scenes.
time of confinement.
Overall the movie is pretty, lovely to
From then on the plot inoves to
watch, particularly on the huge Uptown
London flourishing, with the appearance
screen. Unfortunately, regardless of how
of Whitaker's girlfriend played by Jaye
aesthetically pleasing their surroundings,
Richardson and by a hilarious London
the character seemed flat, colorless,
Bartender played by Jim Broadbent.
undeveloped.
I refuse to disclose any more except
The book Damage is not a work of
to say that the Crying Game is funny,
action. It . is about love,
real suspenseful and has a relatively
sadness,emotional survival and · happy ending. I highly recommend this
deception. The most memorable line in . film.

Movies

college classmate, Julie Walsh, ordered
the Rotisserie Chicken, another dish the
waitress couldn't stop talking about. It
looked fantastic when it was brought out
-- half a slab of juicy chicken that
roasted all day m the kitchen.

Food
Unfortunately, was a dish that was
hard to eat unless you dug in full force
with your fingers, and it could have had
more flavor.
I don't mean to sound down on this
place. It is a fun place to hang out and
have a few drinks. It has two televisions,
a disc jockey who plays good music, and
it's quite roomy. But it certainly isn't the
place to go for a fabulous meal. It's
good enough for a pub, and you leave
feeling like ypu're one of Bill's best
friends, since you know what kind of
food his hungry stomach yearns for.
And who knows, maybe one day when
you're sampling these Southern delights,
good ol' Bill will pop in for a little
. pitstop during one of his strenuous jogs.

Used People

This is a very interesting movie chock
fall of big names. Shirley MacLaine
plays a Jewish widow who is trying very
hard to not look too closely at all the
things she gave up in the course of her
life.
Kathy Bates plays MacLaine's larger
daughter who attributes most of her
difficulties to being fat and having an
overcritical mother.
Bates is quite jealous of her thin,
beautiful, yet severely neurotic sister
who is played by Marcia Gay Harden.
Harden's character has not lost a baby
and as a result seems to be losing her
mind. Instead of living her life, she
chooses to live the lives of whatever film
character she has· recently
seen
including Mrs. Robinson in The
Graduate.
Jessica Tandy plays the grandmother
who as trying to decide whether to stay
in a Queens nursing home or to head
for sunny Florida.
Into their lives drops Marcello
Mastroianni, an Italian widower who
declares his love for MacLaine. He
seems to know what all the other
characters are trying to figure out, that
its okay to be happy, to let go of that
which· makes you sad.
While I found the overall plot of the
film to be somewhat slow, the individual
performances by all the characters were
more than enough to compensate thus
making for enjoyable viewing.
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First Year Student Puts

Family Ahead of Finals
by Eileen Barrett
Second Year Day

Georgetown University and Rivas was
with her went she went into labor. Their
first child, Mary, was born November
You could tell Andy Rivas, first-year
18, 1992.
day student, was nervous about his
When Mary first came home from
expectant wife last November. He
the hospital, the schedule was hectic
posted this note and a photocopy of his . with a newborn's feeding schedule. Even
student identification card in the law
though Mary was nursing, in a onelibrary:"Hi, my name is Andy Rivas. My
bedroom apartment both parents would
wife is expecting any minute. I am a
wake up. As exams approached, Mary
short, Hispanic looking guy with glasses.
developed jaundice and had to be
If she calls please come and get me."
awakened every two hours during the
The note was never used. His wife,
night to pass out the bile.
Katie, had stopped working at
"Exams didn't have that edge for me
that they had for my classmates. I was
too worried about my daughter," Rivas
said.
But help was on the way. Rivas's
mother-in-law came in to assist with
Mary. By the time of his first exam in
Civil Procedure, Rivas had established a
routine with his daughter even if he
wasn't getting any sleep.
Having a daughter was not the only
change in Rivas's life in the last year.
He and Mary have only been married
one year and are new to Washington,
D.C. They moved here from California
after his graduation from UClA last
year. He was attracted to the D.C. area
and wanted to go to a Catholic school
Last Sunday, Mary was baptized and
24 people from his section attended.
First-year student Andy Rivas,
"I'm actually starting to sleep now,"
left, wife Katie, newborn
Rivas said. "We're up to six hours a
daughter Mary Rivas and clergy.
night." ,_._
.
-
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Garvey Gets GCL Award
By Brian Gallagher
Third Year Day

living wage; adequate education and job
training; and aid to Third World nations.

The Guild of Catholic Lawyers gave
Dean George Garvey its annual Mirror
of Jmticc Award at the end of last

Garvey based his analysis on two
documents: the famous On the New
Things (Rernm Novarnm ), written in
1891 by Pope Leo XIll, and the recent

semesfel'_

In clismssing whether the Catholic

Clum:h. has a legitimate voice in
socicty"s mrrent economic and legal
debates, Garvey addressed the Church's
teachings on social issues such as free
madd: capitalism; the welfare state; the
rights of woe~

Notii~e·

m~_J1_filld

woiµe\l Jo. a ·

On the Hundredth Anniversary of Rernm
Novarnm ( Centesimus Annus), published
in 1991 by current Pope John Paul II.
Garvey, who said he intends to
publish an article on social teachings of
the Catholic Church, fielded questions
following the lecture.

Warits You!

If you're a writer, photogiapher, editor or just
want to dabble in journalisin, give it a try.

Judicial Notice staff will meet
Monday, February 1 at 7:30 p.m.
in Roolll B-1 of Keane Hall.
Stop by and see where you fit in.
February 1, 1993
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Letters
Keane Insight
To the Editor:
Keane Hall, an essential element of
life at the Law School, houses
administrative and student organization
offices, legal career services, quiet places
to study, and many of the school's happy
hours. A week does not pass that I do
not stop in Keane several times for one
reason or another. On January 15, a
Law School student, wishing to attend
the semester's first happy hour, had to
be carried into Keane by four fellow
students because the building had no
access ramp for her wheelchair.
Why is there no ramp into Keane?
The new law school building, modern
and fully accessible, will open for the
1994-95 school year. Leahy and Keane
halls will then be dealt back to the
University for general use and upkeep.
So whose problem is it? Lack of access
to Keane is a problem that affects
present and future student~, staff and
fac1tlty at Catholic, and thus should be
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Judicial Notice is an independent
newspaper published by the students
of the Columbus School of Law in
Washington D.C. on a tri-weekly
schedule.

of immediate and long-term concern to
both the University and the Law School.
The University is legally bound, under
the Americans with Disabilities Act, to
make its buildings accessible to the
disabled. But the University, as awhole,
has a more compelling reason to do so.
A self-styled "humane" place to study
law, Catholic has a higher duty to enable
all of its students to participate in and
enjoy all of the many facets of education
here, not just those that happen to be
housed in a building that happens to
have a ramp. Failure to act to correct a
situation that denies students access to
important officials and valuable
resources, no matter how fiscally or
bureaucratically logical the reason, runs
counter to the humane image so tightly
embraced by Catholic. Just where does
bureaucracy end and humanity begin?
The University and the Law School
should stop the delays, stop the excuses,
and make Keane wheelchair accessible.
John Fahsbender
First Year Day

Thanks

Mailing Address: Judicial Notice,
Columbus School of I.aw, The Catholic
University of America, Keane Hall
Room B-1, Washington, DC 20064.
Telephone: (202) 319-4690.

To the Editor:

I wish to thank faculty, staff and
students for your many expressions of
sympathy and support on the occasion of
the passing of my mother.
Harvey L. Zuckmati

Judicial Notice welcomes a variety of
viewpoints. Please feel free to
submit letters to the editor or
opinion pieces to JN. Materials may
be submitted to our office, located
in Room B-1, Keane Hall, or in our
box located downstairs in Leahy Hall.

Editorial Policy
Judicial Notice publishes law
school and law student related news,
stories, articles, commentary,
photographs, letters to the editor,
and advertising based on the discretion
of the Editorial Board. All material
must be signed with the writer's
full name and telephone number.
Submissions can be mailed, dropped
in the envelope on the JN bulletin board,
placed in the JN box downstairs in Leahy
or under the JN office door
at Room B-1 Keane Hall.

Judicial Notice reserves the right
to edit all material.

Copyright 1993 Judicial Notice. All
rights reserved. No part of this publiciation
may be reproduced by any means without
the express permission of the
Columbus School of I.aw.
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Both Sides Deserve
Protection For Speech
by Victor Graves
Second Year Day
For most of the 300,000 people who
journeyed to Washington to witness the
inauguration of William Jefferson
Clinton as President of the United
States, the feeling was one of hope and
enthusiasm. The inauguration of the
42nd president heralded the
commencement of a new era. For some,
however, a new era means that their
agenda will have less influence in the
political halls of Washington, a
frightening prospect after 12 years of
strong alliances with the White House.
A middle-aged man who I noticed
climbing a small tree on Pennsylvania
Avenue was one of the people not
looking forward .to the next four years.
At first, no one voiced any objection
when he was climbing the cherry tree.
Then they saw it. The man in the tree
had a placard. Referring to the new
president's stand on abortion, the sign
read, "Mr. Clinton: Do Not Mock God!"
Initially, people just stared. The hum of
the festive sounds seemed to dim. "Hey,
I'm pro-choice. How about you all?"
The metamorphosis had begun. The
crowd that had assembled to cheer the
wonders of American democracy had
started their attack on a fellow citizen
because he was brave enough to attempt

to exercise one of the most cherished of
American rights, the right of free
speech.
Someone in the crowd-turning-mob
yelled that the man should get down
because ·he was damaging the tree;
another suggested that he should be
arrested for destroying public property;
and yet another began to orchestrate a
chant of "shake him out of the tree." A
vendor, displaying wares below the tree
and concerned that the climber might
cause leaves to fall on him merchandise
threatened to physically attack th~
climber if he didn't retreat.
The remarks grew angrier by the
minute. Looking for support from a
nearby police officer, and finding none,
the clearly shaken would-be
demonstrator struggled back down the
tree to be greeted by the crowd's
scattered cheers of victory. They had
won.
There is a moral here. As Justice
Holmes once penned, it is easy to
support freedom of speech for ideas you
respect, but imperative on a truly free
society to protect the freedom of speech
and thought of those with whom you
disagree.
Those who stand to gain from
abridging free speech rights of others
should take little comfort in their ability
to do so, for today's censored is
tomorrow's censor.

Confidence Not Shaken
By Clinton's Slow Start
By Jeff Gans
Second Year Night
I am a believer. I believe Bill Clinton
will be a good, maybe great, president.
As anyone who has read my opinions
before knows, I was as happy as anyone
to see the moving van pull up to the
White House, load George Bush's "50
years of public service" into the back and
head for Houston. I wanted to point this
out first because now that he is in the
White House Big Bill and his baby
booming hordes have raised my ire.
Actually, I began to get annoyed
when inauguration week began. Why do
we need an inauguration week? The
actual inauguration, poem and all, took
only 45 minutes. Aside from the fact
that it cost an arm and a leg to produce
all of the functions, the whole thing bore
more resemblance to a coronation than
.an inauguration. Clinton sang, waived
and rang bells until his face was as blue
as the blood in his veins. The only
problem is that he isn't a blueblood
which is good because we didn't want ~
blueblood for president. We elected him
for his populist message and his "give
the country back to the people" theme.
When Candidate Clinton talked about

"the people," I didn't think he was
talking about Barbara Streisand, Kenny
Rogers and Michael Jackson.
Inauguration Day came and went and
the only "people" I saw were standing
cheek to jowl, shivering from the cold
and trying to get peek of the new
president as he waived from the back
seat of his limousine. It's not that I want
to do away with all of the festivities, but
I would have been much happier with a
little less tribute and a little more
"beginning of a new America." Maybe
the State of the Union Address will be
better.
. My temperament wa~ not improved
~t~ the Zoe Bair~ fiasco. The illegal
hirmg and tax evasion is bad enough,
but how sharp can this woman be? She
is chief counsel to AETNA, earning
about $37 zillion a year and the best
response she can come up with is "My
lawyer said it was OK?" Was that a
joke? Her lawyer said it was OK? And
she the best they could find for the
highest ranking attorney in the country?
I hope not.
Lets hope Bubba is a "start slow
fini~h strong" type. Anyway, I'm still ~
believer.
Degustibus Non Disputandum Est

Mourning Marshall, Extolling His Legacy !
by Jay Taylor
Second Year Day

by Larry Adashek
Second Year Day

As we mourn the death of one of the
Thurgood Marshall is dead at the age
greatest champions of individual rights of 84. One of the world's great men of
the world has ever known, it is also the 20th century and one of the greatest
important for us to celebrate. We must men in the country's history is gone. The
celebrate his life. Celebrate God's gift era of non-violent change through a
to this country of a relentlessly moral flawed system is over.
leader. Celebrate his passage into
Justice Marshall won 29 of the 32
eternal peace.
cases he argued beore the Supreme
Thurgood Marshall distinguished Court. He was the only male member
himself as a lawyer for the NAACP on the Court who could personally
Legal Defense Fund, federal appeals relate to discrimination, and the only
court judge, Solicitor General, and member of the Court who personally
Supreme Court Justice. He was always experienced and suffered through
at the front lines battling the forces of · segregation.
segregation and defending the rights of
During his tenure on the Court, he
the society's indigent, disenfranchised, was the voice of the exploited and
and dispossessed. He has been called indentured. He was also the only
everything great, fiom America's finest ' µ:iember of the Court who had defended
lawyer, to · the embodiment of the a man for murder before sitting on the
nation's highest ideals.of democracy and
Court. .
inclusion. He devoted his life to the
But what of his legacy, and the era
betterment of people everywhere. Carl
T. Rowan, Marshall's biographer,
summed it up best when he said, "there
is not an American alive whose life has unfair society used to be and to the
not been touched by this man's 60 years extent it continues to be. He is alive in
of fighting."
his dissent, to which will one can always
So we must celebrate his life and look f~r moral guidance and strategy.
reflect upon his achievements for he is More importantly he is alive in our
very must much 'alive today in the law hearts and in our minds.
we study, practice, and teach. He is alive
We must be forever mindful that
in our recollections of how divided and Marshall's struggles and life battles are
1
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that he and other great men ushered in?
I look two blocks from our school to see
an inner city high school where no
equality exists. In this school where the
minority is the majority, no student can
look beyond the violence, drugs and
poverty to see equality.
I do not fool myself that Justice
Marhall's legacy will be selfperpetuating.
Equality in education,
.
opporturuty and community development
is a fading hope.
~ l?ok . inward to fight my own
prejudice implanted by a society, that
argues that it grants equal opportunity
for all. I choose not to be blind.
My hope is that we .can all open our
~y.es to Justice Marshall's legacy. Let us
JOlil to fight for non-violent change
today. Economically, we can succeed
best ·when the totality of our society
~ows and prospers. Realistically, nonv10lent change today immunizes us from
the vi9lent change of tomorrow.

far from over and he has warned us
about complacency. Occasionally, I look
around at what is happening in this
coqntry and shed a silent tear. Not only
beqrnse of disease, starving children,
war, or senseless violence. Nor is it
simply because of racial, religious,
sexual, and
other forms of

all

discrimination, but because leaders such
as Thurgood Marshall and Martin
Luther King Jr. have given their lives to
make this country a better place for all
and the war continues, some battles lost,
others won. Sometimes I feel we as a
nation have failed our most courageous
proponents for change, then I recall
Marshall's successes. Civil rights are for
all Americans and we cannot relax lest
we lose precious ground gained. In the
inspiring words of our new president,
"We can do better."
As long as there is a person shunned
system, as long as racial
divisiv~ne~s exists in New York, as long
as police m Los Angeles, Detroit and
other major cities continue to violate the
civil rights of citizens, as loag as the
nation's highest court leaves to

by . ~he

r

legislatures comprised of majorities, the
duty of protecting the interests of the
minority; as long as injustice exists, we
must raise our voices in opposition
because injustice anywhere is injustic~
everywhere. So as we look back and
celebrate the life and accomplishments
of Thurgood Marshall, let us each
realize our duties to the moral idealism
he embodied, and work and look
forward to peace, unity, and prosperity.
The Legacy Continues.
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Give Slick a Try, But Skip The Vittles
by Susan R. Athari
Third Year Day
Welcome back everyone. Washington,
D.C. sure was buzzing with excitement
to welcome good ol' Bill Clinton. The
Inaugural extravaganza provided several
fun, free activities for everyone to enjoy.
I hope everyone had the opportunity to
take advantage of the festivities!
Not only has Washington rolled out
the red carpet to welcome the new
Commander-in-Chief, it's even added a
restaurant to welcome our newest
Southern Baptist:
Slick Willie's Restaurant & Watering
Hole has opened on Capitol Hill to pay
tribute to our 42th President of the
United States of America. I invited
former Judicial Notice food critic and
diehard Republican Greg Asciolla to
join me in saluting Mr. Clinton's new
term in office.
Located at 319 Pennsylvania Ave.,
S.E., Slick Willie's is a nice pub that
serves burgers, pizza and some of Bill
Clinton's favorite Southern fare. There

'·

is a nice variety of dishes to choose
from, at fairly reasonable prices. To
start, the waitress, who was friendly and .
helpful throughout the evening,
informed us that they serve Slick Willie's
Ale, a dark ale that is brewed
specifically for the restaµrant. We asked
for free samples and were totally excited
to try Bill's favorite ale, but were shot
down when the waitress returned emptyhanded. In fact, that night, they were out
of quite a few items -- apparently mad
rushes of inaugural groupies had
stormed the place. They were even out
of pizza dough! At any rate, I can only
tell you they offer a specially brewed ale,
and it's probably good if it's not sold
out.
The restaurant offers several standard
appetizers, from nachos to buffalo wings
to spiced shrimp. Prices for appetizers
range from $3.00 to $7.50. We ordered
the Nachos Supreme with chili -- very
tasty with mild and chunky chili. There
are several interesting and fun choices
for entrees. Some of Slick's Picks
include: The ·Democratic Club, the

Catherine A. Dunn
Third Year Day
Damage

Damage
Control
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Republican Special, House Meatloaf,
Chicken Fried Steak, and Deep Fried
Arkansas Catfish Filet. The prices are
definitely reasonable. I was informed
that the food critic from the Washington
Post said the Meatloaf was the best dish
in the house, so I opted to go with the
expert opinion. Meatloaf, we were told,
happens to be Slick's favorite. However,
I wouldn't necessarily say the Meatloaf
was fabulous (as the waitress had
raved.) I hadn't had meatloaf in about
15 years, so I knew it could be touch
and go. It was good -- covered with
gravy, and served with homeade mashed
potatoes. It also included a vegetable
side dish that was terrible -- spinach
covered with salt. Also included was
cornbread with · minced jalapeno
peppers, which was very strange and
unexpected. Of course, Greg didn't
believe me until his mouth started
burning.
Greg ordered the Little Rock Burger.
He said the burger was OK, but he
couldn't touch the french fries, since
grease was dripping off of them. My

the book is, "Damages people are
dangerous, they know that they can ·
survive." Sadly, this line was dropped
indiscriminately into the film and
perhaps lost on many viewers.
I recommend using the $6.50 you
might have spent to see the film to
instead buy the paperback version of the
book.

I read the book Damage by Josephine
Hart sometime last year. When I heard
that it was coming out as a movie, I was
thrilled. I was thrilled that is, until I
The Crying Game
actually saw the movie.
Damage is the story of Stephen
This is one of the best movies I have
Fleming, a terribly successful and proper
seen in a long time. Unfortunately,
British politician, played by Jeremy
Irons, who falls perhaps in love and · because the plot is built and
strengthened in part on surprise twist, I
certainly in lust with his son's girlfriend
can reveal little.
Anna, played by Juliette Binoche.
Forest Whitaker plays a British
Iron and Binoche engage in a secret,
out of control love affair. They rarely
talk during the movie, they just seem to
have a vast uncontrollable physical
attraction.
·
The love scenes are rather intense
and realistic. When I saw the movie at
soldier who is taken hostage in Ireland
the Uptown last Friday, the audience,
by IRA agent. Stephen Rea, who plays
largely artsy types clad in black,
one Whitaker's captors, has an
continually laughed during the most
incredibly dry, remarkably Irish humor.
intimate scenes. I doubt that laughter is
To their surprise, Rea and Whitaker
the effect that Louis Malle had in mind
become true friends during Whitaker's
while filming the scenes.
time of confinement.
Overall the movie is pretty, lovely to
From then on the plot inoves to
watch, particularly on the huge Uptown
London flourishing, with the appearance
screen. Unfortunately, regardless of how
of Whitaker's girlfriend played by Jaye
aesthetically pleasing their surroundings,
Richardson and by a hilarious London
the character seemed flat, colorless,
Bartender played by Jim Broadbent.
undeveloped.
I refuse to disclose any more except
The book Damage is not a work of
to say that the Crying Game is funny,
action. It . is about love,
real suspenseful and has a relatively
sadness,emotional survival and · happy ending. I highly recommend this
deception. The most memorable line in . film.

Movies

college classmate, Julie Walsh, ordered
the Rotisserie Chicken, another dish the
waitress couldn't stop talking about. It
looked fantastic when it was brought out
-- half a slab of juicy chicken that
roasted all day m the kitchen.

Food
Unfortunately, was a dish that was
hard to eat unless you dug in full force
with your fingers, and it could have had
more flavor.
I don't mean to sound down on this
place. It is a fun place to hang out and
have a few drinks. It has two televisions,
a disc jockey who plays good music, and
it's quite roomy. But it certainly isn't the
place to go for a fabulous meal. It's
good enough for a pub, and you leave
feeling like ypu're one of Bill's best
friends, since you know what kind of
food his hungry stomach yearns for.
And who knows, maybe one day when
you're sampling these Southern delights,
good ol' Bill will pop in for a little
. pitstop during one of his strenuous jogs.

Used People

This is a very interesting movie chock
fall of big names. Shirley MacLaine
plays a Jewish widow who is trying very
hard to not look too closely at all the
things she gave up in the course of her
life.
Kathy Bates plays MacLaine's larger
daughter who attributes most of her
difficulties to being fat and having an
overcritical mother.
Bates is quite jealous of her thin,
beautiful, yet severely neurotic sister
who is played by Marcia Gay Harden.
Harden's character has not lost a baby
and as a result seems to be losing her
mind. Instead of living her life, she
chooses to live the lives of whatever film
character she has· recently
seen
including Mrs. Robinson in The
Graduate.
Jessica Tandy plays the grandmother
who as trying to decide whether to stay
in a Queens nursing home or to head
for sunny Florida.
Into their lives drops Marcello
Mastroianni, an Italian widower who
declares his love for MacLaine. He
seems to know what all the other
characters are trying to figure out, that
its okay to be happy, to let go of that
which· makes you sad.
While I found the overall plot of the
film to be somewhat slow, the individual
performances by all the characters were
more than enough to compensate thus
making for enjoyable viewing.
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Award Night
by Leah Wortham
Associate Dean
Student Award Night is scheduled for
Friday, March 26. At this time, student
awards for extra and co-curricular
activities will be presented.
Those who head each student
organization and co-curricular activity
receive a Dean's Award. The Extra
Mile Award was established in 1991 to
recognize students who go the "extra
mile" in contributions to the law school.
An organization head also might
receive an "extra mile" award if his/her
work in that organization alone, or in
combination with other activities, made
an unusual contribution to the overall
law school community. We expect that
the majority of recipients will not be
organization:- heads, but rather people
who make 1f ontributions to multiple
organizations and student life generally.
Last year's recipients were:
Greg
Asciolla, Beth Ciardiello, Gina Clark,
Kelly Doqovan,.JeJlDlle Espinel, Bonnie
Glenn, Genie Miller, Teri Poust, Mary
Beth Stevens, Carla Suesberry and Paul
Sullivan.
The First Lap Award was established
in 1992 as a way to recognize first year
law students for their dedicated service
to the law school community. Last

year's recipients were:
Mary Kate
Connolly, Rebecca Finn, Bill Frazier,
Victor Graves, David Koelsch, Brenda
McAllister, Mead Summer, and Eric
Weissman. The Marathon Award was
also established in 1992 to honor
students who have already received the
Extra Mile Award but have continued
their extraordinary dedication and
outstanding service to the law school
community.
Last year the Marathon
Award was presented to Tom Curran
and Joe Morra.
Nominations are encouraged from
students and faculty.
Nominations
·should summarize the activities in which
the student has participated, their
individual role and the accomplishments
to which the student's efforts have been
instrumental. The nomination should
give some basis for assessing the
student's contributions to the law school,
university and community.
The
nomination form also gives a place to
list others who would be particularly
familiar with the student's contribution.
A committee of deans, faculty and
administrators will choose the awardees.
Nomination forms are available at the
Circulation Desk of the Law Library,
from the Receptionists in Leahy and
Keane and from the Office of Special
Events.
All nominations must be
submitted in writing and submitted to
the Office of Special Events (SBlKeane) by Wednesday, February 17,
1993.

LCS
by Georgia Neidzielko
Director of Career Services
The Office of Financial Aid and
Legal Career Services will present a
program for first year students regarding
financing law school. Topics will include:
-financing options
-repayment schedules
-your obligations as a borrower
-national salary averages for lawyers
The program will be offered three
times - please select the most convenient
option:
• February 9, 2 p.m., in Leahy Room
104
• February 9; 5:30 p.m., in Leahy
Room6
• February 10, 4 p.m., in Leahy
Room 105
Multi-Part Assessment Workshops.
LCS will be offering several sections of
our assessment workshops during the
spring semester. This program assists in
identifying values, goals and preferred
work situations.
One section will be offered for all
first year evening students. Upperclass
students will also have the opportunity
to participate. We will post notices when
the dates have been confirmed.
If you are interested in meeting
· individually with a counselor to conduct

the assessment process, please call 3195132 to schedule an appointment.
Third Year Counseling Sessions. We
will continue to schedule meetings with
all graduating students to discuss specific
job strategies. Response from third year
(and fourth year night) students was
very strong. If you have not been in to
meet with a counselor, please call today.
Public Interest Week. LCS and Students
for Public Interest Law (SPIL) will
sponsor Public Interest Week, February
22-26. We have scheduled interview
programs, information sessions and a
panel presentation. Lists of participants
will be available from LCS by February

5.
New Counselor. Marcia Shannon, our
career counselor, has left LCS to devote
more time to building her own business.
We are very happy to announce that
Suzanne Alexander has joined LCS as a
part-ti.me career counselor. Suzanne will
be with us Mondays and Wednesdays.
You may make an appointment with her
by contacting the LCS receptionist at
319-5132.
Judicial Clerkship Applications. Second
year students considering applying for a
judicial clerkship in the federal courts
should be completing their applications
now. The appropriate time to apply for
most state court clerkships is the fall of
the last year of law school.
LCS has an information package for
judicial clerkships. Stop in and pick one
up.

r
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Judicial Notice

SBA

BLSA

by Lou Barbera
Third Year Day
Here we are in the Spring semester
already. That means many different
things to different people. To sonie it
means the end of school forever. To
others it may be the beginning of more
education. For still others, unfortunately,
unemployment is the temporary outlook
while looking and hoping for productive,
rewarding jobs. This semester, the
gravity of all the "law school"
Lou Barbera
implications just set in for some
students. The "new kids" are now
realizing, hopefully, that it's not as bad "face book", so don't give us more grief
than we're entitled to.
as it seemed, and that they can handle
this task emerging before them.
Congratulations to all the Moot
A Day at the Races: This time is a
Court personnel. Again, you've done a
very intense period here at Catholic. As wonderful job of coordinating all the
you are no doubt aware, we are in the
competitions this fall. Thanks.
A Night at the Opera: February 27th.
midst of elections for both the Student
Bar Association and the Honor Board . . · Mark that date down, highlight it on
I hope you are all taking an interest in
your calendar, do whatever it takes to
the candidates and their positions. Read
remember FEBRUARY 27th. Yes, it's ...
BARRISTER'S BALL!! Okay, maybe I
the nomination forms on the bulletin
got a little carried away with the
board in Leahy Hall, and if the
exclamation points, but I want to
candidates are making any speeches, try
emphasize that Barrister's is loads of
to be attentive. They represent you to
the administration and who they are
fun. It will again be at the Hyatt on
matters.
Capitol Hill. There will be music,
News of the World: The Directory, ah
dancing, food, and beverages of all
yes, the Directory. Whoever decided that
kinds. Add them all together, and they
computers were a boon to the human
spell FUN. Be there.
race should be shot. We took all the
Another fun event is the Follies, or
handwritten entries and entered them
Student Appreciation Night. I don't have
again, but still, zilch. However, good
the exact date handy (I should, sorry),
news: we have figured out the problem but look for it because it is a hilarious
and production is in full swing! The SBA evening.
would like to heartily apologize for the
The Show Must Go On. In that case,
delay and thank you for your patience.
I will bid you a fond farewell until next
P .S.: we have nothing to do with the
time.

The Black Law Students Association
(BLSA) plans an interesting slate of
activities to enhance the semester an,d
serve the community.
BLSA will sponsor a Black History
Month contest. The winner will receive
dinner for two.
BLSA also is planning a culture-fest
to take place during Black History

Month. It will consist of poetry, music,
food, and displays.
We also would like to wish luck to
CUA's two teams for the national
Frederick Douglas Moot Court
Competition, a national competition.
Team One consists of James Beane
(3D) and Kelleye Martin (2D), and
Team Two is made up of Deborah
Cooke (3D) and Marjorie Harris (2N).
BLSA will co-sponsor a statehood
conference with Coalition for the
Preservation of Civil Liberties (CPCL)
on March 20, 1993. Additional activities
include a food drive for the poor.

Women's Law Caucus
Welcome Back. Unfortunately, break
is over and all that law school stuff is
happening again. The Women's Law
Caucus already has been at work
planning events for the semester. The
following agenda was set and we hope
to see at our meetings and events.
February 3, 5 p.m.: Membership
Meeting/Happy Hour
S.O.M.E. Breakfasts: third Friday of
each month. Details will be posted on
the cube & on our bulletin board. If you
haven't participated, it really is a unique
and fun experience, so come help out.
Faculty Lunch Series: Wednesday
afternoons, late February/ early March
The schedule needs to be worked out
with professors, so we'll keep you

posted. If you have a certain professor
in mind, just leave . a note in Melissa
Mason's (3D) mailbox in Leahy Hall.
Alumni Mentor Reception: tentatively
scheduled for late February or early
March. We are already working on the
student match-ups with alumni, and
students should expect a confirmation
letter in their-~-beahy mailboxes in
February.
'·
D
Charity Event: we are inviting t he other
WLCs at the area law schools to join us
for an event at a local bar or tavern. A
"Celebrity Bartender" theme will be the
charitable aspect and we will donate the
funds to a local organization. This
should be a great time, so we hope lo
see you there.

WESTLAw®
Is Happy to Announce
that Catholic University Law Students
Now have access to WIN
Natural Language searching

Advocates for Life

on their personal passwords.

by Helen M. Maroney
Third Year Day
Northwest Center received a $245
donation from Advocates for Life as a
result of AFL's Christmas Card sale last
semester.
The center, located on 14th Street, is
a social service organization which
provides free assistance to women in
crisis pregnancies. The center has just
opened a transitional home in the
Brookland area to further assist women
in caring for themselves and their
children.
More recently, CUA Law students
joined other students, faculty, and
University President Ellis in the annual
March for Life. January 22 marked the
20th anniversary of the Supreme Court's
Roe v. Wade decision, which legalized
abortion on demand.
Advocates for Life looks forward to
an action-packed semester. Hopefully,
everyone in the law school will find
some event worth attending. After an
organizational meeting to be held
February 4 at 5:30 p.m., Advocates will
sponsor the following:

February 1, 1993

For More Information or a Demonstration,
See your West/aw Student Representative.
Your Representatives Are

Maria Galvan & Eileen Ba"ett
In recognition of Black History
Month, we intend to hold a lecture on
Planned Parenthood and the black
community.
A workshop will be held on abortion
malpractice, discussing how to take care
of a patient with an abortion injury and
why she is different from the typical
medical malpractice plaintiff.
A night at the movies will include a
viewer's choice and an educational flick
on life in utero.
We will hold a hot lecture on
legitimate responses to a government
that chooses to deny legal protection to
the unborn. Professor Russell Rittinger
of the CUA School of Philosophy will
be the guest speaker.

Check in the library for a listing
of the hours they will be available.

WIN with WESTLA W®
Coming SOON Summer Associate/
Judicial Clerkship
Training

WESTLAW
®
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Grade Time G·rumbling:

I Want My Scores
by Phil Feigen
Third Year Day

Writer's Note: Now that Washington has
ushered in a new era of liberalism,
protesting has once again become
fashionable. Some people conduct hunger
strikes, I am conducting a write-in. This
column represents my singular protest
against the unjustified delay in the
reporting of our exam grades. The late
Mitch Snyder, of Community for Creative
Non-Violance fame, would be proud. As
I have only received 2/5 of my grades as
of the deadline for this JN edition, I am
only writing 2/5 of my usual column.
This protest will continue until have
received all off my grades. Unfortunately,
or maybe fortunately, the loyal readers of
Philibuster Iwill have,. to su«er.
~·

P-hilibuster
Picture, if you will, a young man
sitting behind a large desk in a law firm.
Meet Biff, the CUA law school alumnus
of the future. Biff has been out of law
school for several years now. His large
office in one of D.C's finest law firms
(remember: the ' new law school will

mean better jobs) is nicely decorated.
One thing, however, is missing: no law
degree hanging on his wall. Why, you
might ask. Is it because our man Biff
doesn't want to appear pompous or
pretentious? Nooooo! Is it because Biff
can't afford to frame that fine looking
degree (with or without the gothic
lettering), given the current status of his
law loans? Nooo! The correct answer,
boys and girls, is: Biff never received a
law degree. Is this because he didn't
complete the many CUA requirements?
All together now: Nooo! Rather, he is
still waiting for his first year ContraCts
grade (the professor insists he is almost
done) and his third year Environmental
Law grade (the professor says she has
submitted the grades, they just haven't
posted yet).
Let me tell you about a recent
nightmare. Picture this: I finally finished
the 362 page bar application for the
state of Maryland (which I submitted
late because LCS never posted a sign
saying it was due -- for those you
interested in being admitted in
Colorado, don't fret, that due date is
posted), with the required 75 exhibits
and the attached 8.5 by 11 inch glossy

CUA law students crane their necks for a look at the infamous CUA law
school grade board. Most of them found Out their grades had not yet
been posted anyway, and some of those who found their scores either
wish they hadn't or are now busy plotting devious revenge against the
professors who unfairly deprived them of the grades they so richly
deserved.

photos with circles and arrows and
paragraphs on the back of each one.
Several days later I receive a phone call.
The friendly women on the other end
proceeds to tell me that my application
is incomplete because I am missing
several grades. I tell her the

administration has assured us the grades
will be posted much faster once the new
law school is built and that PROTEST
IN PROGRESS--PROTEST
PROGRESS--PROTEST
PROGRESS--The end .

IN
IN

.....,..

.---------------------------------------------------------~------------------------------------------------------

Applicati~ns· for. the

SPIL Public Interest Law
Summer Stipend
will be available February 1.
Do you have questions, comments, complaints or
criticisms of any kind concerning the curriculum?

Applications will be in a
manila envelope on the SPIL

It so, contact your student representatives

bulletin board in Leahy Hall.
to the Faculty Curriculum Committee.

For more information, please
Larry Adashek
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Maureen Richards

contact Monique Abacherli (3D).

Judicial Notice

1993 SPIL
St. Patty's Day Auction
March 19, 1993

I'm still waiting for you!
-- the future Mrs. Walsh

SLE ISO SWF. Must be top five percent
of class & Law Review.

Don't even think about forgetting
Valentine's Day this year. And remember
that I want roses, not candy!

Bill
Bliss is being with you!
But from now on - I pick the movies.
Love,
Me

Trish:
I don't care if you are hapless, I
want you to be my valentine anyway.

When all was said and Dunn, we got the
issue out on time anyway. (It's a joke!
Geez, will you lighten up???)

If you have anything to donate

Basement apartment available June 1.
Safe, quiet neighborhood, three blocks
from CUA and Metro. Private entrance.
Call Lou. 202-832-7327.

for the auction or would like to volunteer
contact Jeff Keller (20).

Hey Stephanie.••
We finally found the picture in the
JN office. I'll hold onto it until I catch
you.
Mead

What? You want to see a writing sample
before you hire me? Well, here's Mike
Tompkins' phone number. Why don't
you give him a call and ask him about it.
I could have sworn I used to have four
roommates!

Save your Giant and Safeway register
receipts and deposit them in the
envelope on the Judicial Notice board in
Leahy Hall. Yoil"efforts wilLbenefit a
Brookland area school.
If Walt Disney wrote a story about
professors Pearlmutter and O'Brien,
would he have called it "Beauty and the
Priest?"

Larry How's the roommate search going?

Barrister's Ball
Saturday, February 27, 1993

Hyatt Regency, Capitol Hill

9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

400 New Jersey Avenue, N.W.

$~5/person

Washington, D.C.

Third Years: Go out in style!
Second Years: Continue the tradition! .
First Years: A new generation!
Faculty: Yes, you're invited, too!
Tickets on sale from Student Bar Association board members, student organization
presidents and first year representatives.
Discounted room rates available. Don't drink and drive.
February 1, 1993
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0, for a d.raught of vintager that hllth i*n
Coord a long age in the deep-delved earth.
Tasting of F1ora and the country gteen,
.
Dance, and Proven~) song. and sunburnt' miqbt
0 for a beaker full of the w.:.on South,
Full ofthe true, the blushful Hippocren~
Witli beaded bubbles winking at the brim,
And purple-stained mouth;
That l mig~t drink, and }eave t~ worl~ un~,
Anq 'Yith thee fade away int~. the forest dnp:

